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EDITORIAL
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› 15 COUNTRIES
This year, 2020, our Institution has
experienced one of the most complex
situations that an educational organisation
can face. With little prior warning and in record
time, COVID-19 has obliged us to transform
each of the IES schools as well as our
universities, from a face-to-face educational
model to that of online learning
This transformation has been a huge challenge
for students, parents and teachers. Only the
coordinated action and commitment from
everyone has made it possible, and nobody
needed to fall behind in their studies as a
result of not being able to attend classes.

In many countries, health personnel who care
for COVID-19 victims have been described as
“heroes” and we certainly believe that they
deserve such recognition. However, we also
consider that our students, teachers and
parents who have also worked tirelessly every
day during these adverse circumstances,
should also receive the “hero” accolade.

In this regard, we would like to firstly
congratulate our students, from the youngest
learners to our university graduates, for their
enthusiasm and maturity during the months
of “lock-down”, while attending classes from
home. Once again, they have proved that
they are always the true protagonists of the
educational process, a fact that has always
been foremost in our minds during our 128
year history.

Our Institution has endeavored to understand
the full economic consequences caused by
this pandemic, and has offered financial
aid of varying amounts to more than 4,000
students. We have also tried to retain as
many employment positions as possible and
avoided permanent closure of any school. So
as our students return to classes, as is already
happening in several countries, everything is
ready to return to normality.

Secondly, sincere thanks are due to the
teachers and management teams, who have
“reinvented themselves” day by day in order
to continue educating their students remotely,
motivating and supporting them at all times,
and demonstrating that their teaching
vocation is above any other consideration.

The real character of institutions, as with all
human beings, is only truly measured when
they face the greatest challenges and are
capable of overcoming them. We have done it
so far and we have proved that we have both
the will and the mind set to prevail in the face
of this pandemic and so, without doubt, we will
overcome it.

Last but not least, we would like to extend our
sincere gratitude to each and every parent
who has had to support their children’s work
from home, while in many cases having to
adapt their own employment pattern. We fully
appreciate that many families have also had
to overcome unexpected economic difficulties,
making their personal situation even more
complex.
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› 23 SCHOOLS - 3 UNIVERSITIES - 15 COUNTRIES
WELCOMING STUDENTS FROM
ALL OVER THE WORLD – ISP STUDENTS

T

he International Student Program (ISP) is
a short-term exchange program primarily
for our IES and SEK sister school students. This
program allows students from different
countries to visit the United States, learn
English, dive into the American culture and
meet lifelong friends.

While at Boca prep students enjoy weekend
excursions to places like the South Florida
Science Museum, IMAX Theater, Sawgrass
Mills Shopping Mall, Everglades National Park
& Airboat Tour, The Florida Keys, Morikami
Museum & Japanese Gardens, Lion Country
Safari and the most popular among
students, Universal Studios in Orlando!

Tylar Tracy
Admissions Assistant and ISP Coordinator
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At Boca Prep we celebrate our cultural and
linguistic differences and so ISP students
quickly feel at home with over 50
nationalities and diverse languages.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

INTERNATIONAL
EXCHANGES & PROGRAMMES
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The Poole Family visits
Helderberg International School

ST JOHNS INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL FAMILY VISITS US!

H

elderberg International School enjoyed a visit from one of our sister school’s families.
The Poole family from Sidmouth were in South Africa on holiday and arranged for Meg, a
student in Year 10 at IES St Johns International School and her brother Josh in Year 8 to join
Helderberg International school for 2 days. We loved having them join our school and hope
they enjoyed the visit and our wonderful South African hospitality.

NORWEGIAN
EXCHANGE STUDENTS

SPANISH EXCHANGE
“WE WERE DELIGHTED TO
WELCOME THE STUDENTS
FROM OUR SISTER SCHOOL SEK,
EIRIS IN LA CORUÑA, SPAIN”.

M

aría, Marina, Jorge, Matthew, María, Alba,
Daniel, Ximena, Isaac and Jorge visited us for
10 days during Term 2 (9th to the 19th of April). We
also welcomed the Principal of SEK EIRIS, Joaquín
Casado and Ana María Ramos who accompanied
the students on this exciting adventure.

Our three Norwegian students arrived on
14 January and were met by their host families.

During their time in
Somerset West, the
Norwegian Exchange
students enjoyed
their Cape Town Red
Bus Tour. What an
amazing experience
seeing the sights of
the Mother City.

It was an amazing opportunity for our guests
and our fellow Helderberg International
students, to engage, learn and collaborate,
extending their horizons, as well as
growing in both culture and relationships.
Unfortunately this year’s exchange was cut
short by COVID-19 and the students were
unable to complete all the activities planned.

We look forward to them possibly returning at some stage to complete their exchange.

Lastly, we would like to give a big THANK YOU
to our loving families for making this year’s
exchange program the success it has been.
Thank you for opening your homes, and making
the students feel at home. Thank you for all
the love and care, and for going the extra
mile to make sure the students have the best
experience of them all. We couldn’t have asked
for a better group of parents! And so, with a
heavy heart, but with the knowledge that we
will see our friends once again, we bid farewell
to our new friends.
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We welcomed our 3 Norwegian students
to South Africa on Monday 14th January.
It was a privilege for us to host Camilla
Hansen, Ronja Lid and Tobias Ulvang Hagen
at Helderberg International School for a
couple of months. Thank you, also, to our
wonderful host families who looked after the
students so well.

What an incredible experience it was. The
students had lots fun exploring the magic
and beauty of our ‘Mother City’: from riding
the cable car up to Table Mountain, to having
a face to face encounter with penguins and
ostriches, to zip lining through the Hottentots
Nature’s Reserve (an adrenaline rush like no
other!) we hope we met their expectations.

We want to thank Joaquin Casado and Ana
Maria Ramos for being part of this journey, we
trust they enjoyed their stay with us. We also
want to thank our HBIS community for opening
their hearts to this fantastic group of students,
and showing them how we do things on this
side of the world.

IES MAGAZINE 2020

E

ven though it has been a year since I
participated on the sporting InterSEK at
Los Valles, Ecuador I can still remember the
chills from the first day to the bitterness of
the good-byes.
The sporting InterSEK is based on many sport
contests and activities that allow students
from different countries to connect and band
together. This experience has been definitely
unforgettable and priceless for me and I’m
sure for everyone that was part of it too. It
is a unique program for that. I’m really glad
I decided to participate because I have
met incredible people around the world
and built amazing friendships thanks to it.
This is maybe my favorite thing about the
experience. The people and how in a week
we bonded together which makes the trip
more memorable since I’ve made awesome
friendships that I hope last forever but also
opens more doors for me to travel and for us
to gather together again.
I must admit that when I was told I was
going to stay with a host family I wasn’t sure
about the idea originally because I didn’t
know much about them but once I got to the
SEK Los Valles and officially met them, I felt
relieved. My host family is full of nice caring
people which make such a great special part
of this because even though I didn’t stay long
I could really feel cared and loved. The best
thing is that we went out every day which let
me visit and know more about Ecuador which
is a wonderful country full of beautiful places.
I need to add that my host mom cooked
amazing as well that I miss them very much.

Beverly Romero

W

alking through stunning Sidmouth,
with its Regency mansions, magnificent
gardens, old world charm and bracing
promenade, one can’t help being astonished
by the precipitous red cliffs which shelter and
encase the Lush forested Syd Valley (or the
Leys), where Sidmouth town serenely nestles.
One of the questions posed to our Udine
exchange group, more used to the
golden sands and waterways of the
Adriatic Riviera, was why are the
Sidmouth cliffs red in colour, and exist
as cliffs at all? Geological detectives
to the fore!
On what must be said was far from
a Riviera day, we were literally blown
along the Promenade to our imposing
cliffs which the group recognised as
part of the famous British “Jurassic
Coast”. This immediately conjured up
images of enormous Pterosaurs circling
overhead, lumbering Brontosauruses in the
greenery and the occasional Triceratops
hiding around the bend, but in bracing,
showery and temperate Sidmouth? Quite
a stretch of imagination, but our group
showed true PYP style open mindedness,
academic risk taking and a fair amount of
multilingual communication, and went in
search of evidence to accept or reject
this Mesozoic hypothesis.
Fortunately, the evidence was clear
for all to see, and with the help of
first principle analysis, creative
thought and the occasional
illustrated sign board, the group
recognised cross bedding in sand

dunes, ancient water channels, fossil burrows,
water borne pebbles from 180 million years ago,
and even fossil plant roots. Sahara Sand dunes
in the UK, in Sidmouth, and in our climate? Now
that’s academic risk taking, and how could
lumbering herbivores survive in a desert?
Our valiant detectives then conjured up
images of North Africa and considered the
“Gift of the Nile” with its luxuriant delta and
river banks – and the answer was clear!
Almost as clear as our transparent sub
tropical Sidmouth shore line!! Sidmouth
in Triassic times had been a desert, plate
tectonics held the answers, and it was the
location for river channels and lagoons
allowing sufficient vegetation for herbivores
and predatory carnivores, whose legacy has
been our spectacular fossil coastline. And
the red? That was the simple part as we
considered slightly rusted railings bordering
our coastal path – oxidation of iron minerals in
the sand dunes.
As the analysis concluded and sun reappeared,
we quickly ascended Jacob’s Ladder to gain
panoramic views over our newly-discovered
world-heritage geological coastal site, and
managed the customary group photographs!
An amazing morning, congratulations to our
wonderful detectives who visualised the palaeoenvironments illustrated in the sketches and
survived the marauding dinosaurs. A brisk walk
followed to return to another world heritage,
the St John’s Dining room, for break time hot
chocolate and cookies, before one of Mr. Wallis’
famous and filling lunches (fit for herbivores,
omnivores and our rugby playing carnivores!)
Bravo, Udine and Ciao – until next year we hope!
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I’m very thankful for the InterSEK because it
has left me nothing but joy, great people and
some funny stories to tell. This program is an
amazing experience totally worth it and I would
recommend it a 100%. I was truly really looking
forward to the next InterSEK that was going
to be held in La Coruña, Spain not only for
the activities but because many of my friends
and I would reunite. Although it was moved
for next year, due to the actual situation, I
am still excited to participate in the new trip,
knowing that regardless of my age, I will be
able to be there to create more memories,
meet new people along with discovering new
cultures, traditions and manners.

A LITTLE BIT OF IMAGINATION!
UDINE EXCHANGE VISIT

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

AN UNFORGETTABLE
EXPERIENCE THAT I AM
LONGING TO LIVE AGAIN
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BOCA PREP
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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he Theater Performance Academy will
provide a thorough base for those who wish
to pursue the Theater Arts as a career. The
program includes academic courses covering
theoretical and historical aspects of the
subject as well as practical application. The
course gives opportunity to experience the
technical side of theater as well as the acting
and directing experience.
Our first semester has been extremely busy
for the Theater Performance Program, we
participated in three different competitions.
Proudly every member of our program
received gradings making them eligible to
represent our school and district at State level.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR THESPIAN
COMPETITIONS
The Performance Program automatically
includes the students in the Thespian
competition troupes for Middle and High
School – these students represent the school
at enriching competition events.

› BOCA PREP / USA

Musical solo and group items, Pantomime,
and technical areas of theater including
costume and set design. State competitions
held in Tampa and Orlando include not only
competition work but an exhilarating theater
experience consisting of Mainstream large
scale productions, Critics choice showcases
of outstanding work, One Act Plays, and
workshops run by specialists in each their field.
Past achievements in our Senior and Junior
troupes includes the coveted critics choice
in both technical and performance events.
I would also like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the following students:

Congratulations Jacob, Minna and Isabella
the cast of our one act play. Jimenez’s Press
Conference’ for their ‘Excellent’ grading and to
Minna for receiving the All Star Cast Trophy.
Thank you to our tech crew: Abigail, Israela ,
Pedro, Fabiana, Jason and Weng- without
you this play could not have happened! Thank
you also to Maria G. for her help making and
painting props for both the Senior and Junior
One Acts.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR
THESPIAN INDIVIDUAL AND
SMALL GROUP EVENTS
Both Junior and Senior Thespians
participated in individual and small group
events. Our Seniors came home with amazing
results! Congratulations for Superior grading
Diego and Joseph in monologues, Maria
and Diego in Pantomime and Excellent
gradings for Joseph in Solo Musical, Maria in
monologue, Diego and Maria in Duet Acting.
Our Junior Thespians did us proud with the
following achievements: Superior grading
for Minna in monologue, Excellent grading
for Isabella in make-up design, and Jacob,
Isabella and Minna for small group acting.

17

Heather Schmulian
Theater and Drama Director
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THEATER
“THESPIAN TROUPE”

They are given the facility to learn the skills
and compete within the International Thespian
Society at both the District and State Florida
Thespian competitions. Participation also
affords the students the opportunity to join
the International Thespian Society, an Honor
society for secondary school theater students.
Membership is granted for the performance
of meritorious work in theater arts that meets
the society’s guidelines. Students are required
to meet the induction requirement of Thespian
points that are awarded based on the quality
and quantity of work they perform in theater
and related disciplines. Students participate
in a large variety of items ranging from
Monologues to One Act plays,

JUNIOR THESPIAN ONE ACT PLAY

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES
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LEARNING
ROBOTICS

R

obotics is gaining momentum in schools
worldwide and here at Boca Prep. S.T.E.A.M.
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Mathematics) education is essential in preparing
our students for today’s world of non-stop
innovation. The use of robotics in the classroom
has proven to be a consistent and surefire way
to teach students S.T.E.A.M. skills needed to
prepare them for the future job market. Our

students experience 21st-century skills including
coding, engineering and the scientific method
in a fun and engaging way.

HERE ARE 6 AREAS IN WHICH
LEARNING ABOUT ROBOTICS AT
SCHOOL CAN BENEFIT STUDENTS

1. CREATIVE THINKING
2. ENGAGEMENT
3. PREPAREDNESS

As a school we embrace the latest skills and
knowledge for effective teaching. Robotics
and S.T.E.A.M. are broadening our learning
methodologies and preparing our students for
the evolving future.
4. PROGRAMMING
5. PERSEVERANCE
6. TEAMWORK

A MODERN ENVIRONMENT WITH 4.0 EDUCATION

4.0

Education is not just what we are
expecting in a near future, it is
something that we have already implemented
as part of our curriculum with the rigor of being
an IB World School.

We provide state of the art technology to our
students not only to reach their potential in

We want to invite members and nonmembers of the IES/SEK community to visit
us. We have many different opportunities
to join our school. We are able to serve and
accommodate based on your needs and time
availability, from short term programs to a
full year option. Our students are amazing
ambassadors of the American Culture and
the diversity that we have in our school is
something that makes us unique, leading our
students to become global citizens.
Admissions and Marketing Director

19
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As the Marketing and Admissions Director at
Boca Prep International School, I have the
opportunity of meeting with families that are
coming from all parts of the world. We welcome
our families in an environment in which we
foster and nurture an individualized education
with renovated and modern classrooms, giving
our parents a real immersion in the IES/SEK
schools network. As part of the remodeling
process that Boca Prep is going through, we
are implementing new technologies such as 3D
Printers, a new VR station, a robotics station,
a new S.T.E.A.M Mac lab room; as well as a
complete remodeled classroom environment.

the academic path but also to develop skills and
knowledge to become productive and competitive
adults to thrive in the New Century. We are
creating an environment in which the passion
for life-long learning and the support that has
been implemented in our Curriculum reflects in
a vibrant, modern an energetic campus.

IES MAGAZINE 2020
iesedu.com

came under his leadership when in 1999 they
defeated Spain in Lerida, Spain, against a team
that had at the time 4 Top 10 Players: Carlos
Moya, Alex Corretja, Albert Costa and Felix
Mantilla. Ricardo also worked and developed a
number of Top Juniors that went on to have a
successful careers on the ATP Tour like Marcelo
Melo (World N1 in Doubles), João Souza (ATP
N.69), Franco Ferreiro (ATP top 50), Colombian
Alejandro Gonzalez (ATP N.70) and quite a
few others that had significant results in the
ATP and ITF JR circuits. As a Tennis Executive
Ricardo is the only South American in history
to have served as a Director on the ATP Board
of Directors. He is also a two time member of
the ATP Player Council which has had players
like Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal and Novak
Djokovic as members. He has organized and
promoted a number of professional events on
the ATP’s Challenger Tour, Champions Tour
and currently serves as Director of Relations
on the organizing committee of the Rio Open
ATP 500, the biggest professional tennis
tournament in South America. Ricardo is also
known worldwide as a Tennis Commentator
for Globo Brazilian TV, SPORTV Channel and
does the play by play for matches during the US
Open Tennis, Wimbledon Championships, Davis
Cup and all ATP Masters 1000 Tournaments.

Favorite Tennis Player and why?

Bjorn Borg! It amazed me how he could be so
“cool and stable” during all the tough matches
that he won when he dominated Tennis. He
was also a nice guy off court so that was an
example and role model for everyone. Funniest
experience on tour: I was playing a Tournament
in Manaus, a city in the middle of the Amazon
Forest. The organizers asked me to do a
promotion for the event by visiting an Army
compound where they were going to show their
techniques about surviving in the Forest. They
had lots of Animals in this place including a big
Black Leopard who was the batalions “Pet”.
I went in to play with it and out of nowhere
it jumped on me; trying to “play”. I froze
completely thinking I was going to get hurt...but
nothing happened. So scary and funny and the
same time!!

Why did you choose Boca Prep for your
children? I wanted them to experience a

school with diversity, that had kids from all over
the world and that the teacher/student ratio
was low, which meant good individual attention.

Are your children part of our
performance program? Yes! The Evert

Tennis Academy. Tennis is also their passion, so
I believe that the combination here is the best!

› BIOGRAPHY

INTERVIEW WITH
RICARDO ACIOLY
What are the greatest benefits about your children attending Boca Prep?

“They can attend an American School type of environment but with International diversity with the
other students. Also getting a good individual attention along with convenience and security”.

What would you say to other parents who are sending their child to Boca Prep?
“I am satisfied with what the school has provided and done for my kids! The staff is courteous
and if any issue comes up all Directors are readily available to sit down and discuss”.

Ricardo Acioly
Current Boca Prep Parent
Top 50 Former ATP Player
21
iesedu.com

icardo Augusto Amaral Acioly (born
February 4, 1964 in Botafogo, Rio de
Janeiro) is a former tennis player from Brazil.
He has what is considered by many one
of the most complete and successful
careers in Brazilian tennis having been
recognized Internationally as a Player, Coach,
Executive, Tournament Promoter and Sports
Commentator. As a Junior Ricardo was always
one of the best Brazilian Players of his age
group winning many national titles and was
a finalist at the Orange Bowl, considered at
the time the World Junior Championships. He
then went on to play Division 1 College Tennis
and was Team Captain and the N1 Player
for the University of South Carolina, a top
20 team on the NCAA’s Division 1 rankings.
After graduating with a Business Degree
from South Carolina in 1985, Ricardo went
on to play the ATP Pro Tour for 8 years and
became a member of the Brazilian Davis Cup
Team (87’/’88/’89) and the Brazilian Olympic
Team (Seoul ‘88). During his career he played
against some of Top Players in Tennis like John
McEnroe, Pete Sampras, Andre Agassi, Boris
Becker, Mats WIlander and Yannick Noah just
to mention a few. He was ranked 46 in the
World ATP doubles rankings. A 6 times finalist in
tournaments at the highest level of the ATP Tour
he won titles in Vienna, Geneva and Guaruja
and was a finalist in Washington, Brasilia
and Maceio. He also played and represented
Brazil in the 1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul,
South Korea and played quite a few times
in all Grand Slams tournaments: Australian
Open, French Open, Wimbledon Tennis
Championships and US Open Tennis. As a fulltime ATP travelling Coach Ricardo worked with
several Top Players in the World like former
ATP N1 Marcelo Rios, WTA’s N2 Gabriela
Sabatini, Fernando Meligeni (ATP 24), who
he coached for 7 years and quite a few
other players in the ATP Top 100 like Nicolas
Pereira, Andre Sá, Javier Frana, Hernan
Gumy and Alexandre Simoni just to mention
a few. The results of the work with his
players are very significant having achieved
a Semifinal in the French Open, a Semifinal
and a Quarterfinal in the Australian Open,
a 4th place showing in the Atlanta Olympic
Games and more than 10 titles on ATP Tour
level Tournaments in Singles and Doubles. He
was also Davis Cup Captain for Brazil for 6
years and during his tenure as Captain Brazil
reached 1 semifinal and 2 quarter finals in
the World Group. The list of Team members
coached during this period is quite long and
included World’s Number 1 Gustavo Kuerten,
Guga, Fernando Meligeni, Jaime Oncins, Andre
Sá, Flavio Saretta, Alexandre Simoni, Ricardo
Mello and Marcio Carlsson to mention a few.
Until today Brazil’s biggest win in Davis Cup
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TRAINING OUR MIND
EVERY DAY

SPARX MATHS
HOMEWORK APPROACH.

MINECRAFT
Every week the primary school students attend their ICT lessons with great anticipation, even more
so when they know they will be spending their lesson programming in Minecraft.

HOW DOES SPARX WORK?
COMPULSORY
Students must correctly answer all of these
questions before your hand-in deadline
Here, Year 5 students can be seen programming.

SPARX MATHS HOMEWORK APPROACH.

O

ne of the common quotes is by a German-American physicist Albert Einstein, “Education is not
the learning of facts, but the training of mind to think.” What do you think of when you think
about learning mathematics? Most people tend to think about hard work and practice, practice,
practice. Yes it is! Sparx Mathematics Homework develops deep mathematical thinking skills and
prepares our Learners to be strong problem solvers. Engaging young people with any homework
can be tough, let alone tackling maths. Sparx Mathematics Homework Program allows parents to
be involved in their child’s maths learning journey.

TARGET
Students can choose whether or not to do this. It
contains up to 6 questions and will advance your
maths skills even further. It is slightly trickier than
Compulsory and Optional homework.
Hebert Tapfuma
Mathematics Department / Sparx Leader.

Unique content covering the KS3 and GCSE
maths curriculum. Over 33,000 handwritten
questions are supported by more than 7,800
tutorial videos, which help explain concepts and
encourage independent learning. Sparx’ intuitive,
adaptive technology creates an individual learner
profile and delivers bespoke homework for each
student, which is designed to be challenging yet
achievable. This personalised homework is set
and marked automatically, providing instant
feedback to students and helping them to progress
quicker. Homework matches the curriculum and
appropriate extension work is always available for
those who want to challenge themselves. Sparx
Homework learns where students’ strengths and
weaknesses lie, and how long they take to complete
different types of questions. It then determines
which homework questions would help improve
and consolidate their learning. Question difficulty is
gradually increased to suit the learner and topics
are repeated during the year to help them fully
understand the skill for the long term. Progress
in core subjects such as mathematics has a
recognized effect on overall attainment. Tackling
issues such as ‘maths anxiety’ and rewarding
progress for all students creates confidence that is
evidenced at end of Term or Year tests and Exam
25
results. Keep your child motivated: Learners collect
XP (experience points) and are rewarded with
mini-games. This energizes, directs and sustains
behavior. Because it involves goals and requires
activity. Goals provide the impetus for and the
direction of action, while action entails effort and
persistence in order to complete their homework.
iesedu.com
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OPTIONAL
Students can choose whether or not to do this. It’s
only half as long as their Compulsory homework but
is great for helping them feel more confident with
everything learnt in maths.
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KEY STAGE 1

ALL ABOUT ELECTRICITY

“O

ur greatest weakness lies in giving up. The
most certain way to succeed is always to
try just one more time” – Thomas Edison

CAMP OUT AT BIG OAK ADVENTURES – STUDENT FEEDBACK
THE YEAR 6’S WENT ON CAMP TO BIG OAK ADVENTURES.

T

he Year 6’s had lots of fun. They worked on their teamwork, communication and leadership
skills. They did a variety of difficult activities, but the Year 6’s were determined to accomplish
all of them, and they did. They did activities such as cliff jumping where they had to jump off a cliff
into a river, which helped them realise that they could accomplish anything they put their mind to
no matter how scary. We ended the camp off with an exciting group concert. Everyone came out of
their shells and performed like they’ve never done before.
Saumya Maharaj / Year 6 Student
I learnt to respect other people’s personalities
as a leader and use their talents for specific
tasks, to get to know people you don’t really
know because maybe they could be nice
and good at things you can’t do and to
communicate and to be patient with your team.
Aiden Brandt
I could learn to respect other people and to
listen to people’s opinions in a better way.
Ian Scrooby

The students’ favourite part was when
they got to go back to their tables and start
experimenting with their own batteries and
light bulbs. They learned about open- and
closed circuits and exactly what is needed
to make a light go on. They also learned
about solar power and how that works, after
experimenting with light switches. The fun part
was learning about things we are able to find
and observe in our everyday lives!

27

Siobhan Hendry
Year 2 Teacher
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Snippets:
What we learned on camp that we can apply
in our daily lives: Learning about leadership
and applying it in our daily lives was Big Oak
Adventures Task and they succeeded. I am sure
to apply responsibility in the life ahead of me.
Kindness will be my daily task and leadership
will follow me for the rest of my life. They taught
us a lot but friendship was probably the most
important to me.
Maia Davies

In science, Year 2 students at Blouberg
International learned about all the wonders of
electricity! As part of the theme of electricity,
students received a surprise visit from the
Experibuddies team. Their Inting started with
a small demonstration from the team where
they learned about what Electricity is and who
Thomas Edison was. After this, they got stuck
into the matter of batteries and how to use
them to power up light bulbs, set off buzzers
and even power up a small fan.
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LOVE AT FIRST FLIGHT

I

have been wanting to become a pilot for as long as I can remember. It all started the first time I got
on a plane when I was 5 years old, it was like love at first sight (flight). My mom still says that I didn’t
want to leave the plane on that day. Since then I’ve realized that I was in love with aviation. Falling in
love with aviation is the best thing that happened in my life and every year I put pressure my parents
to take me on a plane, I don’t care where, all I want to do is get on a plane. Every time I get on the
aircraft, I never want to leave, especially with the Boeing 747 which I’ve been on twice.

A BIG MOMENT
TO SHINE

T

he Blouberg International High School
Drama department participated in the
2020 Shakespeare Schools Festival at the
renowned Fugard Theatre in Cape Town.
They performed a stunning rendition of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. The students had
been practising relentlessly for months and
the day finally arrived! Mr Riaan Vosloo and
Ms Genevieve Kerswill accompanied them to
the theatre where they spent the whole day
preparing for one of the biggest local drama
events of the year. The students had their

moment to shine in front of a sophisticated
audience, and their performance was received
with a resounding applause. A total of twenty
six Blouberg International High School students
took part in this stage production and assisted
with roles such as directing, acting, sound
and lighting, backstage prompting and props.
This performance was an experience they will
cherish forever. We wish to congratulate all the
students involved and their teachers on their
magnificent achievement.
High School Drama Department

It wasn’t until recently that I heard about Cape Town Flying Club... I couldn’t go to it yet because
I was too young. After a while of waiting, I have the opportunity to start pilot training now. All I
want to do now is get through the week so I can go flight training on the weekends, I am slowly
falling in love with the Cessna 175 that I use at the club. I can’t wait until the day I can fly solo
without my instructor. Hopefully I can make my parents and Blouberg International proud by
getting my PPL (Private Pilots License).
Ben Cimbalanga – 15 years

YEAR 8 STUDENTS FOR THE PRESIDENT’S AWARD

S

The four Sections of the Programme are:
1.) Developing Skills
2.) Participating in regular Physical Recreation

3.) Offering Service in the community
4.) Completing an Adventurous Journey

We wish our Year 8 candidates best of luck as they take on this challenge.
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ixteen Year 8 students from
Blouberg International
School have entered into The
President’s Award for Youth
Empowerment from 2020.
Our entering students have
taken this on and are diligently
working towards their first levels
of the award. This prestigious
award lends itself to students
receiving specific goals in
a balanced list of activities
ranging from outdoor, academic,
sporting to community goals.
The programme provides a
framework of non-formal
education and provides
experiential learning opportunities to help young people aged 14-24 discover talents that do not
necessarily show up in the classroom context. The Programme brings together practical experiences
and life skills, building confidence, encouraging physical health and recreation, and motivating young
people to engage with their communities. Participants can progress at their own pace through
three Award levels – Bronze, Silver and Gold. The Award levels are progressive and as one moves
from one level to the next, the requirements increase, which in turn intensifies the challenge,
requiring increasing levels of commitment, perseverance and determination.
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T

he season 2018 / 2019 proved to be another
year in which our small band of sports
performers punched above their weight in who
they compete with throughout the County. They
competed extremely well on the playing fields of
the Midlands and national arenas. Swimming,
Netball and Cross Country were three areas
where successes were evident not just at local
level but at County and National levels too.
The Swimmers competed hard in the ISA
Midlands competition finishing in third place
for the boys’ team and overall champions for
the girls’ team. Following this competition
the school had five children who qualified to
represent the Midlands team at the National
Finals in London with one pupil, Jack, achieving a
Bronze medal in his Under 9 Freestyle Relay race.
The squad also won the Grantham and District
competition and qualified for the National Relay
Championships in Sheffield finishing 4th and 6th
setting two new school records.

The Under 11 and Under 10 Netball teams
also enjoyed a successful season showing the
strength and depth of our Netball programme.
The Under 10 team won the ISA Midlands
competition and the Under 11 team were
Runners Up in their competition qualifying for
the National competition in York. This team also
won the very prestigious Queen Margaret’s
netball tournament also in York for the first time
in about 16 years of participating. The squad
also enjoyed success in the local Grantham
and District Hi 5 league and cup competitions
winning both for the second year in succession.
In addition to the team success we had five girls
(Leila, Marianna, Iniya, Olivia and Annabella)
who were chosen to attend the County
Development Squad training.

The Cross Country teams’ successes were particularly pleasing this year with our Under 9 Girls
team winning three of their five races. Individual successes from Georgie, Hattie and Pippa
contributed to a very successful season indeed.

› GRANTHAM PREP / UNITED KINGDOM
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
REVIEW

The PE Department introduced the Daily Mile challenge
this year which involved all the years, from Pre School to
Year 6, trying to run / walk a mile every day in all weather.
A programme of Personal Physical Challenges was also
introduced with Years 1 to 4 which included not only work in
their PE lessons but all class lessons tried to include some
physical movement either at the start or the end of every
lesson. This mass involvement of the whole school, coupled
with our extensive competitive team sport programme, helped
us to qualify for the fourth year in a row for the Government
awarded Platinum Award for School Sport Participation.
We are very proud to have achieved this award consistently
over the last 10 years as it shows our commitment not just to
competitive team sports, but to the wider development of the
Health, Fitness and Well Being of our student family.
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A

group of Year 5 and 6 children completed
their final challenges to achieve their Junior
Adventure Service Challenge Award. They have
had to complete 2 terms’ worth of learning, as
well as having cooked a meal and completed
a 3 mile walk. They have truly embraced
every aspect of this over the past few months,
helping around school and the local community,
establishing great team work ethics, as well
as learning some basic first aid, map reading
and planning skills. They even found some
geocaches! If you don’t know what that means,
I highly recommend checking out geocaching.
com; several are now hooked on it like me!

B

etween Friday 29th March and Sunday 31st
March Grantham Prep School was honoured
to be involved at the Belton International Horse
Trials. This hugely popular event is held in the
vast grounds of the National Trust’s Belton
Estate. Set in the heart of Lincolnshire, the site
is overlooked by the prestigious Belton House
and the event site is spread throughout the
beautiful estate gardens.
The school was lucky enough to sponsor one
of the cross country jumps “The Grantham
Prep Pipes” and had an events tent for the
duration of the horse trials. Visitors to the
event tent were given information about the
school and could see first-hand children’s work
and just some of the many opportunities the
school has to offer. Staff and children were
on hand throughout the weekend to answer
any questions and crafts and activities were
provided for children to have a go at.

On the Saturday afternoon the school band
was asked to play on the family stage. The
glorious sunny weather brought the crowds out
and the band went down a treat.
On the Friday our Year 5’s enjoyed a fabulous
morning at the trials. The children were
allowed to walk the cross country course
and watched in amazement as the horses
jumped the fences with ease and great poise.
The children marvelled at the horses as they
approached Grantham Prep’s very own cross
country jump “The Grantham Prep Pipes”.
The children were also treated to a street art
lesson by using spray paint to create pictures
and words on a variety of outside objects.
The lovely weather and amazing atmosphere
created a truly magnificent morning with
many of the children wanting to stay for the
whole day.
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ADVENTURE SERVICE
CHALLENGE AWARD
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BELTON INTERNATIONAL
HORSE TRIALS
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STRANGE CREATURES
TAKE OVER!

B

ack in March the Junior Robotic Club
used their imagination and building skills
to create robots of all shapes and sizes,
using Lego WeDo. They programmed their
creations, enabling them to walk and talk. With

WE WELCOME OUR BRAND NEW MINI BUS

partners, and in small groups they worked
collaboratively to solve problems and achieve
some amazing results.

I

n September Grantham Prep. School purchased a brand new minibus. The school has 2
minibuses which are used to transport the pupils around the country to various events. The
staff members who drive the minibuses have full PSV licences. Grantham Prep takes the
safety of all its pupils and staff very seriously and ensure that all drivers have the best and
most comprehensive training possible. We have three qualified drivers and Head Boy Aidan
and Head Girl Leila are pictured above with Mr Tranter and Mrs Clegg

PUPPIES IN CLASS 1

D

uring our Science topic, Class One have been learning about animals, their young and their
natural habitats. On Tuesday morning, Class One were treated to an exciting start to the
day. Recently, Eliza’s pet dog called Jemima has given birth to five puppies; Eliza and her siblings
Stanley and Martha watched as the new arrivals were delivered at home. We have been hearing
about their progress and watching short videos sent in by Eliza’s parents but today was the icing on
the cake as all of the little cuties came to visit! At five weeks old, the puppies were bundles of fun and
so adorable. Nursery, Pre-School and Year Two also came in to visit. Thank you Eliza for letting us all
have a cuddle with your little furry friends before they move to their new homes ready for Christmas.
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HOUT BAY
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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n Term 2 Hout Bay International was
delighted to officially open and serve our
first meals in our brand new, state of the art
canteen! Delicious meals started flowing out
of the kitchen, prepared by our resident chef,
Byron, in April and included a wide variety of
healthy and nutritious freshly cooked meals.
The canteen is also open in the morning for
fresh coffee, croissants and muffins for our
parents who wish to step inside and sip warm
coffees whilst enjoying the magnificent view!

In Term 3, HOUT BAY International School
welcomed their first children to our beautiful
new Nursery Class. The Nursery class
is situated in the Early Years and Junior
Primary wing, ensuring the children are safe
and secure, with their own dedicated, age
appropriate play area and quad.
The children settled in wonderfully and
have been enjoying exploring their new
surroundings!

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES
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T

he PYP 1 students demonstrated their incredible thinking skills when they used tooth
picks and marshmallows to create 3D shapes. Each child was given a 3D diagram
as a guideline and were allowed to use their creative skills to make the shape in any way
they saw fit. It was a fantastic afternoon of laughter and proud moments as each child
independently presented their shape to the class. It was wonderful to watch them all
solidify their knowledge of 3D Shapes during this activity.

HBIS HOST
REAL MADRID FOUNDATION COACH TRAINING

O

ne of the pillars that Hout Bay
International School (HBIS) imbibes within
its teaching and learning, is the spirit of Ubuntu.

Service and community development forms an
integral part of our International Baccalaureate
(IB) Curriculum. Last week, we were honoured
to host a representative from The Real
Madrid Foundation, Mr Ignacio Abascal. The
Foundation has many global sports schools
under its umbrella, providing both curriculum
and student leadership training. Students have
the opportunity to learn the values of teamwork,
self-control, respect, collaboration and with
perseverance turn their dreams into reality.
HBIS is proud to host and support the Real
Madrid Foundation programme in Hout Bay. Mr
Abascal facilitated a three day course at HBIS.
Five HBIS Coaches, as well as seven coaches
from surrounding areas, attended this exciting
workshop where they developed their training

techniques, team management on and off
the field, as well as practical footballing tips.
Mr. Abascal was very excited to train our local
coaches and urged them to implement what
they have learned when coaching the students
in their various local football programmes.
It is our hope that in collaborating and
hosting programmes such as the Real Madrid
Foundation, we can contribute to fostering
growth and achievement within the Hout Bay
Community. Gareth Jones

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

PYP 1 3D SHAPES

SPRING DAY CELEBRATIONS

S

pring Day was welcomed
by the blessings of rain.
We started our festivities with
our beautiful bonnet parade.
They were so colourful and
impressive, the students (and
their parents) put in a great
deal of creativity and effort.
This was followed by an
adorable “Bumble Bee” ballet
piece and was ended by the
Junior Primary singing “We got
the whole world in our hands”.
During Eco Club, the students
began the planting.

Caryn Venter
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The High School came to plant
together with the Primary
School in a fun and festive
morning. We are so excited
to see the flowers bloom and
attract the incredible pollinators
to our beautiful land.
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HIKING &
MOUNTAIN BIKING

B

oth the Primary and High School
Outdoor Education groups enjoyed some
spectacular hiking and mountain biking
trails over the course of the year. We are
really spoilt by having such wonderful walks
right on our doorstep. The mountain bikers
enjoyed several excursions out to the local
trails, including the Tokai trails, experiencing
the exciting thrill of descending the Mamba,
Boomslang, Snake Eyes and Vasbyt trails for the
first time, demonstrating great skills and nerve.

They also traversed Newlands Forest, along
the Kirstenbosch Trail to Constantia Nek, and
then via devious routes back to school.
Not to be outdone, the Hiking groups
conquered some of Hout Bays spectacular
surrounding peaks; Hout Bay Corner path to
the Llandudno Buttress route - this ascent
offers mild scrambling and awesome views.
The strongly flowing stream and waterfalls
were an added bonus to the hike, making it a
wonderful afternoon on the mountain!
And Suther Peak, with its fabulous view over
Sandy Bay, Table Mountain, the Hout Bay
Valley, and on towards Kommetjie.
At the summit block the group followed the
lesser known route via the tunnels and chimneys
on the northern side down the mountain.
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› 7-A-SIDE

SWIMMING GALAS

O

ur High School Swimming team took part in several galas at the end of 2019, with excellent
results. The squad has upped their training and with new coaches to train and encourage
them have really improved the standard of their competitive swimming!

FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT

B

holding Llandudno to a draw, meaning we went
to penalties, always nail-biting! The boys came
out on top with some amazing saves and some
great penalties taken! This win came only a day
after the U9s first ever match as a team on a full
sized pitch at DSK!
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oth our U9 and U11 football teams took
part in the 7-a-side Tournament hosted by
Llandudno Primary, with all the local primary
Schools competing: Our U11 squad played
exceptionally well, all matches were closely
contended, especially the last pool match against
Kronendal Primary – with both teams vying to
top the pool. The game went into penalties, with
HBIS triumphing 3-2. It came down to an HBIS
vs Kronendal final, with Kronendal looking for
reprisal, the day however was ours with a 2-0
win. Congratulations to the U11 team. Our U9
squad stepped up for their shot at the 7-a-side
tournament at Llandudno. Our boys played
3 back to back matches against Llandudno,
Ambleside and then Llandudno again in the
finals! The boys played with tremendous heart,
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I

n last weeks newsletter we were halfway
through our “Past Present and Future”
themed white week where we had already
taken a look at the past by visiting the
Hungarian House of traditions where we
built traditional toys and played traditional
Hungarian games. We had also visited The
lego museum where we saw past, present and
futuristic lego displays.
Our final destination for the week was a
glimpse into the future life of having robots
serving us all our future needs and wants.
Upon entry into the “Enjoy Budapest Cafe” we
were greeted by a mere human who took us to
our seats and took our orders on an ipad (not
quite peak robot yet).

› PRESCHOOL
EXCURSION

WHITE WEEK
ROBOT CAFE

Hayden Bryant
Preschool Teacher
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With our orders taken we were introduced
to a few of the resident robots who kept us
entertained while we waited for our orders.
Having danced with the robots our orders
were ready with a robot bringing our orders to
our table. A little less mobile was the pancake
machine where we watched the pancakes
getting made in front of our very own eyes.
By the end of the visit we left with our
stomachs full of pancakes and excitement for
what our future life will be like.

IES MAGAZINE 2020

Although the theme of the trip was not
“camping”, I enjoyed the experience of
cooking in open air! I also learnt from our
teachers to be considerate about one
another’s food customs and the extent to
which it can be practiced in a diverse group.
An IB learner is expected to be
knowledgeable, but what is knowledge? As
we learnt during the patio banter with our
teachers, we humans tend to store copious
amounts of information, a lot of which may
be unnecessary. It is only that information
which we believe to be true and can justify is
categorised as knowledge.
During this trip, we were also given an
introduction to CAS, an inherent part of
IB. CAS is a fascinating combination of
creativity, activity, and service. Before
diving into the real experience, this trip
helped us glean a gist of what to expect and
how to achieve good CAS points.
Everyone has one’s own “Major IB goals”
and the elements to achieve them. One of
our many jovial tasks, was to get together in
mixed groups and put in 3 common IB goals
and 5 components to succeed. This was
another valuable experience. These group
discussions brought out the collaborative
traits and the articulate abilities in us.

STARRY EYES AND SPANGLED
SKIES - IB “FRESHMAN”

ORIENTATION TEAM BUILDING TRIP

S

chool year 2019-2020 started on an upbeat
note for us with a “Freshman Orientation
and Team Building Trip” to Zselic. Little did I
know that embarking on this wonderful journey
would so positively impact my perspective of the
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme
and of myself as a person and a learner.

Upon reaching the observatory, we had
three phenomenal experiences:
1• Being able to look at Saturn was
unbelievable. With all its fabled rings right
there, it was as if someone had snuck a
picture of the planet into the telescope.

3• Finally, we stayed to watch different
constellations and hear the mythological
tales behind them. It was a truly
mesmerizing event. I still wonder, what was
it that mesmerized us? Was it the glittery,
twinkling sky, or was it the expectation of
what lies ahead on our IB path? Either way,
starry-eyed we were.
Getting back to our rooms, we were far too
excited to sleep. But exhaustion got the better
of us. The next morning, we got up to have
breakfast, and relax a bit. It was time for us
to return. But before that, one final exotic
experience awaited us. We returned to the
observatory and lined up to the telescope
to watch the sun. The big ball of flame of
a brilliant red colour with a tinge of bright,
glowing orange reminded me of the famous
Alphonso mango. Then, after observing
different types of meteor pieces, we concluded
the trip with a star show in the planetarium.
As we walked back to the bus, I believe we
also began appreciating the rationale behind
these aims. Most things in life are more than
just a concrete yes or no, do or die, or present
or absent, many practical situations are fuzzy.
As we transition from safe family units to
independent adulthood, we will be banking on
our high school experiences. With this realization
and hope, I embarked on the return trip to school
to commence the fresh journey of the IB.
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On its website, IB describes the learner profile
as “a broad range of human capacities and
responsibilities that go beyond academic
success.” I can proudly say that this trip assisted
us in experiencing almost all the learner profile
requirements. Sitting around the fire to express
and introduce ourselves, really made me
realize that behind every person, a story does
exist. It is the story that defines who we are
and how it led us to this remarkable journey
today. The campfire opened up emotional
aspects of people that would have otherwise
remained closed to this group. Personally, this
helped me realize that I possess the qualities
of being an open-minded, communicative,
and caring young person.

The highlight of the trip was undoubtedly the
open air, star-gazing experience in Europe’s
darkest night sky. I was completely awestruck
by the view. Never in my life had I seen so
many stars. We walked 1 km onward and
upwards, guided by the moonlight, through a
forest. Sticking together in close groups and
making conversations to dilute our fear of the
dark helped us cement our team bond.

2• Next, we saw the moon, as both natural
and a magnified satellite via the telescope.
Since it was half-moon night, we got to see the
difference between the luminous and nonluminous parts of the moon. The astronomers
made the visit as delightful as possible, by
letting each of us enjoy the view for as long as
we desired to. Jupiter is the 3rd largest object
in the solar system. We also had a chance to
see the massive planet for ourselves.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

In addition to reconnecting with familiar
folk, eagerly taking turns to ease our new
classmates into this fine group was a
rewarding experience made possible by this
trip. I realized that it did not require a lot of
trial or effort to ease ourselves or our fellows
into our little multicultural community. We
bonded over leisure walks in the garden and
entertaining trips to the pool and sauna.
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SEK / IES HEADS CONFERENCE

I

n October 2019, we had the pleasure to host the SEK / IES Heads Conference in Budapest.
On the 11th of October, our guests visited the school and were guided by our students who were
excited to an insight into their student life. At the end of the visit Dr. Jorge Segovia, The President
of the SEK International Institution, Monica Segovia Vice President of IES and the Heads attended
a spectacular artistic program performed by our students combining the traditional and modern
elements of Hungarian culture.
Gabriella Gidró
Director

WHITE WEEK & THE FANTASTIC SCIENCE CORNER

W

e did a lot of interesting
experiments in the science
corner. Among many, we looked
at the relationship between
water and color and how they
can migrate from one glass to
an other without us touching
them. Then we made lava lamps
(not lava warm) from oil, food
colorants, water and with a help
of a effervescent tablet.
We also examined the sound
vibrations and we created
‘guitars’ with plastic bands,
some could even play on these instruments. We then monitored the movement and the velocity
of the water and learnt which are the quickest ways to pour the water out of the bottle. Tornado
technique is definitely the winner.
We even inflated a balloon without touching by using vinegar and baking soda. The result was an
explosive success. Not literally though, the kids loved it and it did not even explode after all.
We also found out that unfortunately the M&M candies despite there taste are very unhealthy.
As a simple experience we dropped a few candies into the water which created beautiful color
schemes giving a mixture of reaction among the students.
Henriett Szabó
Primary teacher

O

ne essential element that every student
must complete as part of the IB Diploma
Programme is Creativity, activity, service
(CAS). Our diploma students have been in
the preschool building up their portfolios
which will go towards the strand of Service”,
an unpaid and voluntary exchange that has
a learning benefit for all students involved.
In order to demonstrate these concepts, IB
students are required to undertake a CAS
Project. The project challenges students to
show initiative, demonstrate perseverance,
develop skills such as collaboration, problem
solving and decision making. In the preschool
the Diploma students have been very much
involved in day to day preschool activities
offering their services to the benefit of our
preschool students. Some of the tasks
they have been contributing with include
assisting students with classroom activities,
playing and creating games during playtime
and being of extra assistance during

afternoon snack time in the cafeteria. The
diploma students have already built a great
rapport with the preschool students who
have been very excited to see them inside
and outside of the classroom.
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› IB DIPLOMA STUDENTS HELPING IN THE PRESCHOOL
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H

elderberg International School’s Year 3 class looked at global recycling trends and came up
with the idea of making compost at school and along with that growing 20 spekboompies as
part of the #spekboomchallenge.
Spekboompies are succulents that combat air pollution and have the ability to capture four to ten
tons of carbon per hectare plus they are proudly South-African. We want to teach our students
how to be environmentally smart and to lessen our carbon footprint. We ask parents to send in
healthy lunches so that we can recycle the organic materials and get our compost heap growing.
They handed out the Spekboompies to all the classes and we look forward to watching the trees
grow.
Hayden Bryant
Preschool Teacher
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› PAST PRESENT AND FUTURE

#spekboomchallenge
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SPARX MATHS

S

tudents and teachers alike have
been blown away by the impact that
SparxMaths has had on the improvement of
results, as well as the enjoyment
levels of Maths by students. Sparx
is learner driven. The teacher is a
mediator more than an instructor.
The students learn through
the discovery of their own processes
and methods to solve problems. Sparx is
completed online for classwork as well as for
homework. Students’ answers are marked
instantly, allowing them the opportunity
to immediately develop and extend
their own learning. Sparx also gives our
Maths teachers valuable insights into
individual progress, enabling us to
better support and stretch students.
With Sparx, students can work at
their own pace, with extension and
challenge questions available to all.

At Helderberg International School we have
fully implemented Sparx from Year 6 to Year
10, and are currently using it as a revision
tool for Year 11 group with their upcoming
IGCSE exams. I recently received an email
from the Sparx Maths head office in the
UK saying that our ‘homework completion
rates are looking absolutely fantastic! They
are in the TOP 5 of all Sparx schools, with
optional and target completion looking
great as well’. I could not be more proud
of the students and their attitudes
towards Sparx Maths. They have truly
embraced this new and exciting way
we learn Maths in the classroom.

DATA HANDLING IN YEAR 2

T
NEW SPACE SCIENCE LAB

T

he Science Laboratory at IESHelderberg
International School was inaugurated
in 2014 and has since been functioning as a place
where students learn how to perform science
practicals and as a Cambridge International
Examinations centre for AS-level Chemistry
and Physics practical examinations. Although,
the Science laboratory has been functioning
as an above-standard facility since 2014, the
management of HIS decided in 2019 that the
facility should be upgraded to reflect the new
vision for Science at the School. This new vision
requires that the Science Laboratory, which up
to 2019 was used partly as a classroom and
partly as a science laboratory, be refurbished to
reflect a modern Science laboratory.

The first phase of the refurbishment was
concerned with changing the Science classroom
into a modern, well lit, space, which should feel
more like a Science laboratory than a school
classroom. The colour scheme changed from
sombre colours to light colours, which gives the
feeling of spaciousness. The second phase will
complete the transformation from classroom
setting to modern Science laboratory setting,
where the desks and chairs, will be replaced by
laboratory work-benches and high lab chairs.
There will be five laboratory work benches
installed, each with modern laboratory wash
basins, electrical and gas connections, similar
to those found in research laboratories.
This upgraded facility will in the end introduce
Chemistry and Physics students to modern
laboratory facilities, which will provide
excellent preparation for students planning
to continue their studies at universities, or for
those entering apprenticeships after school.
High school students working in a modern
science laboratory, which looks like a possible
future work-space can only aid the student’s
transition from education in to industry. The
earlier students learn the dynamics and
rhythm of working in a functioning, modern
Science laboratory, the earlier they will be
proficient in operating in their future work-space.
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The refurbishment is planned to take place in
two phases. Phase one has been completed,
and phase two will commence at a later stage.

he Year 2 class learnt about data handling. They asked their questions to the Early Childhood
students during their break to see what they thought. Some of the questions were: Do you
like your birthday or Christmas the most? Do you prefer polar bears or dogs? Who likes flowers
or Maths? Back in the class, they used their data from the Venn diagram to form conclusions and
formulate sentences. Great work Year 2’s!
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BOARDING
W

hen students join St John’s, they become
part of an extended family. They have
a sense of belonging and know that they are
accepted as individuals; that problems will be
shared and triumphs celebrated. By keeping
our boarding houses central to our grounds, in
the top two floors of the beautiful main school
building, boarding really is at the heart of
everything we do.
Living and working within our boarding
community provides a safe place within
which to develop critical life skills, such as the
importance of communication, consideration
and compromise. Boarders are expected to
work hard with their academic studies and
this is balanced with a broad variety of cocurricular activities, trips and visits which are
organised throughout the school year.

Boarders also have the opportunity to join local
sports clubs and are encouraged to continue
to pursue their interests in the local community.
Sidmouth has excellent rugby, hockey, football,
cricket, swimming and sailing clubs as well
as a choice of superb riding stables, while
Basketball leagues exist in neighbouring Exeter.
We also offer a range of cultural and sporting
activities at weekends from supporting our
professional Exeter Football and Rugby
clubs to “clip ‘n’ climb” indoor rock climbing,
Plymouth’s artificial ski slope to Croyde’s
amazing beach and surf environment. Cultural
visits would include the world heritage site at
Stonehenge, again World heritage Jurassic
Coast with fossil identification, Roman Bath,
Roman and medieval Exeter and the everpopular London weekend with its walking and
river tours of the world famous sights.

There are two boarding options at 		
St John’s. The first is to board here in school
and the second is to stay with a local family
(known as ‘Homestay’). Students who choose
Homestay also have the option to join in with
weekend activities organised by the school.
St John’s is known as a strong community
school, which is welcoming, positive and
cheerful with great emphasis on pastoral care
and mutual support. The school has academic
strength across the curriculum, complemented
by a reputation for high standards in sport
and outdoor activities. Students joining the
school are supported, encouraged, challenged
and very much welcomed. We look forward to
welcoming you soon.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

› STRONG COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Boarders take advantage of the school’s
excellent facilities and beautiful countryside
in the evenings and at weekends. They are
encouraged to join in all aspects of school
life such as Sport, Drama and Music. We
have teams in all major sports and a wide
selection of clubs and activities are available at
lunchtimes and after school.
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› INDEPENDENT DAY & BOARDING SCHOOL
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OUR STUDENTS
ENJOYING A SUNNY DAY
AT THE SCHOOL
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WBD Builder

WBD Chef

WBD Detective

WBD Spiderman

WBD Spaceman

WBD Pirate

WBD Princesses

W

e welcomed Coco Hodgkinson from Sidmouth Sea Fest to St John’s to work with our Year 7 and
Year 8 artists. Sea Fest is a free community celebration which we support each year in Sidmouth
and includes arts and crafts, fishing heritage skills, literary games and activities, food and drink, and
live music including Sidmouth Sea Fest Coastal Community Choir. The topic for this year’s Sea Fest was
Life Below Water. Coco tasked our students with producing ocean protest art and initiated this with a
Powerpoint of images concerning pollution in our seas. Years 7 and Year 8 were very experimental with
their choice of media and produced bold and striking artwork, which will be displayed at the festival.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS / IES

SENIOR FOCUS / SEA FEST ART & LIFE BELOW WATER

WBD Batman

WBD

WBD Group

WBD Group

N

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENT / SENIOR BOYS

H

ead of Sport, Adam Ykhlef, welcomed Nic
Sestaret to St John’s School for an engaging
and insightful rugby masterclass with our Senior
Boys. Mr Sestaret enjoyed a professional rugby
career spanning 13 years before moving into

coaching and played in the French Premiership
for Toulouse and for English Premiership local
heroes, Exeter Chiefs. He coached our boys in
two masterclasses, sharing his expert technical
knowledge and experience.

NURSERY CELEBRATES
WORLD BOOK DAY

ursery celebrated World Book Day in style
this year with lots of children coming to
school dressed as their favourite characters,
from pirates to spacemen, superheros to chefs.
It wasn’t just the children who dressed up - our
amazing nursery staff joined in the fun and
dressed up as princesses too!
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› ºST JOHN´S INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

OUTDOOR EDUCATION
O

The answer was original, rustic and actually
staring us in the face, blissfully illuminated
by uncharacteristically weeks of Sidmouth
sunshine – our outdoor play area. In other

words, outdoor education; which also offered
us the ability to trial new skills to incorporate
into our future PYP Units of Inquiry.
Our young charges, so anxious as a result of
their Parents’ demanding jobs and like all of us
slightly fearful of the social isolation policies,
blossomed in their open air and natural
environment along with new daily routine.
Invariably, we would start our day in the
gardens or greenhouse, learning to propagate
seeds in compost, while providing adequate
plant nutrition (transferable life skills) whilst
simultaneously preparing outdoor seed beds.
So far, we have planted seed potatoes, peas,
cucumbers, tomatoes, courgettes, carrots,
onions and fruits (we’ll see how we get on with
strawberries, apple, rhubarb and even orange
seedlings.) Cabbage, herbs, runner beans and
peppers are still growing in the greenhouse, in
case of a late frost (Weather forecasting and
Geographical skills, along with the physics of
a greenhouse)! Pruning of bushes and simple
woodwork skills were quickly learned, as our

Maintenance team demonstrated skills of
fencing, wood preservation, erecting woodland
swings and den building with our many
recycled cuttings. Children were also taught
the skills of composting, and this was used to
the benefit of new border and bedding plants
to make our school entrance more attractive.
(Embryonic skills of landscape design)
Hard labour obviously deserves a rest and
a snack, and our staff taught the children
how to cook a range of snacks and desserts,
along with their own burgers on the day most
remembered. Fuelled up, they were ready
for our tree house adventure playground,
patio imaginative games, our Zipwire, before
watersports – learning new balance and
water safety skills in kayaks and on a paddle
board in our school pool. Yes, there were also
traditional “learning activities”, from Phonics
to fossil identification, maths to material
science, as we built rockets, periscopes and
understood how and in which environments
ancient organisms from the Sidmouth cliffs

would have lived, given the maxim “The
Present is the key to the Past”, (outdoor
classrooms of course). For “the present”, we
used our extensive grounds and woodland,
including mature hedgerows, stream and pond,
to research plant ecosystems, food chains
along with our own fauna and flora (at an age
appropriate level). This whetted the appetite
for more home research and kindled young
minds. This has put a whole new meaning on
the “Greenhouse effect”, is greatly lowering
our carbon footprint, and Outdoor education
is the new buzz word at St John’s as returning
staff marvel at the learning potential, as
well as obvious environmental change. And
we can’t wait for those strawberries (with or
without the Wimbledon cream!). So IES / SEK
students, please come and see what we have
achieved, and share this unique environment
and interactive classroom without walls, in our
education without frontiers!
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utdoor education at St John’s during
indoor lockdown! While all educational
institutions around the world have had to
learn innovative Remote Learning strategies,
as schools, colleges and universities have had
to close their doors during lock-down; the UK
has seen the additional challenge of providing
a safe haven for the children of “Key Workers”
during that lock down. Remote Learning
on campus made little sense, but how to
maintain a safe haven, social distancing
and keep us all safe, while providing such
an important service to our valiant front line
Key Workers in the NHS, Care Homes, Police,
Retail establishments; and the list goes on.
A learning environment, obviously, but how
to make it innovative, calming, safe and
nurturing in such challenging times?
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ITALY
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or our Unit of Learning called ‘Experimenting
through our senses’, the children of N3 took part
in some sensory activities in which they could use
their five senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and
touch. Sensory exploration is a fundamental aspect
of Early Learning as it helps children understand
the world around us. It begins in Pre-Nursery and
continues all the way through to Kindergarten.
We started our exploration by making home-made
playdough. We used our sight from beginning
to end to learn and follow the steps needed.

Using our noses, we smelled the ingredients and
identified familiar scents, such as vanilla, and
then expressed our likes or dislikes by using new
vocabulary such as ‘yummy’ or ‘yucky’. We also
tasted some of the ingredients such as salt, lemon
juice and oil, and let our taste buds decide what
tasted sour,’ ‘salty’ and ‘sweet’. Our hands did a lot
of work, and our strong fingers mixed the dough
and let us feel the changes in consistency.

› EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE

Finally, throughout the activity, we used our
hearing to carefully listen to all the instructions,
whilst also paying attention to each other’s
questions and opinions. To wrap up the unit we
went to the park on a ‘texture hunt’. This was our
very first outing experience as a class, since the
Nursery 3 students hed not been to the park on a
school trip before.
To begin with, we welcomed the wonderful, sunny
winter morning! Everyone enjoyed being outside,
running, jumping, and walking around. We used

our senses in an engaging activity in which the
children worked together to discover that textures
such as ‘bumpy’, ‘dry’, ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ can be found
everywhere around us. We also took this opportunity
to teach safety measures by pointing out items that
can be harmful, such as pointy or sharp objects, and
which therefore should not be touched. Last, but no
less important, we used our eyes and ears to practice
road safety on the way to the park and back.

Adriana Nicola Dos Santos
N3 Teacher and Assistant
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EXPERIMENTING
THROUGH OUR SENSES
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olcissime novità dal regno di Malvise
Elisabetta I! Ve la ricordate? Ricordiamolo
per i nuovi e per i più distratti: è l’Ape Regina
dell’arnia che la nostra scuola ha adottato lo
scorso anno, nell’ambito di un progetto a cui
hanno partecipato le due seconde. Le api hanno
lavorato molto durante l’estate e anche gli
apicoltori si sono messi d’impegno.

Sono venuti a raccontarci tutto, non senza portare anche un delizioso vasetto di miele per ogni
bambino e per le maestre che hanno partecipato al progetto. Durante l’incontro gli apicoltori hanno
presentato, a un’attenta platea (formata dalle classi 3G e 3K, unitamente ai rappresentanti del Green
Committee), un dettagliato reportage fotografico con descritte le varie fasi della produzione del miele.
Hanno inoltre consigliato un elenco di fiori da piantare nei nostri giardini per sostenere le api.
Numerose erano le domande da parte dei bambini, che spaziavano dalle proprietà del miele a
curiosità su bombi, fuchi e altri insetti come vespe e calabroni. Siamo felici di annunciarvi che, grazie
al ricavato dello scorso anno del Green Committee, riusciamo a rinnovare l’adozione dell’arnia, cosa
estremamente importante siccome la stagione passata è stata disastrosa per la produzione di
miele, a causa di una pesante moria di api. Ringraziamo i nostri giovani studenti per l’entusiasmo e la
partecipazione dimostrateci durante questo progetto.

Francesca Venturini e
Federico Franceschinis
Insegnanti di Italiano
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› L’ “APETITOSO” MIELE

DI MALVISE ELISABETTA
I E LA SUA CORTE
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knowledge, changing all of our lives through
their dedication and resilience. Bringing to life
figures like Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, and
Florence Nightingale through dramatization,
the students shared their research, helping
us all to reflect on how each of us can pursue
our ideas and passions with determination,
expressing ourselves and becoming an active
part of the world around us.
This idea of children being “heroes” was
further explored by another Grade 3 class,
that worked collaboratively in groups
to explore “young” heroes, like Louis
Braille, Anne Frank, Beatrice Vio, Malala
Yousafzai and Greta Thunberg. Not only
did the students share their research in
an elementary assembly, They also visited
various classes, guiding their peers to
reading Braille’s “letters” first-hand, and
sharing their knowledge about these
inspirational young people. In fact, the Grade
3’s helped the students to reflect on how
even children can contribute greatly to make
our world a better place. In their words, “With
courage and determination, we can make a
positive difference in the world, and anyone
can be a hero, even young children.”

M

aking our world “a better place” has
been an outlook at UIS since the school
first opened its doors over fifteen years ago.
Over time, the UIS community has spread
its aim and its reach to humanitarian and
environmental concerns, both in the local area
and in the wider global world. This year, the
elementary section of the school has focused
particular attention on people whose very lives
inspire us to reach beyond ourselves, whose
words and actions motivate us to try to make
a difference in our families, our schools, our
local areas, and in our global community.

Kicking off the year’s “hero” theme for
elementary assemblies, the Grade 5 students
presented a time travel adventure to meet
Human Rights heroes like Martin Luther King
Jr., Nelson Mandela, and Malala. Each spoke
about their dreams, struggles, and hopes for
the world. Even Batman and Spiderman, who
turned up assuming they were the featured
heroes to be celebrated, learned some
important lessons about how each of us can
contribute in our own homes, schools, and
neighborhoods, to carry forth the strong ideas
of these inspirational figures. In the words of
the actors themselves:
“Martin Luther King had a dream of black
and white children playing together, with
all families living in fair housing, with the
freedom to follow their dreams.” (Riccardo)

“Malala stands for education and rights for
all girls and women.” (Ginevra)
The Grade 5 students further explored the
theme of “championship” and “heroism”,
through the poetry of the child-poet Mattie

One of the Grade 3 classes explored
how different “heroes” in Science have
contributed to our collective scientific

Grade one students have been thinking about
what they can do each day to make a difference
in taking care of our environment, being
“heroes” in saving the Earth. They designed and
created motivational posters and hung them
all around the school to remind friends and
teachers that there are many small things we
can do each day to take good care of our planet:
not waste water and food, use resources like
paper, even toilet paper, carefully. The children
have been mindful about filling their “buckets”
with lots of positive actions towards their
environment and towards each other.
Even the recent lockdowns for health reasons
has not quelled the elementary students’
motivation to reach out and make positive
impacts in the lives of their families, friends
and classmates. Many have been “heroes” in
taking up the challenges of online distance
learning with responsibility, independence,
and resilience. At a recent online “Earth Day”
assembly we were encouraged to think about
the role each of us has in making good choices
to preserve our environment. The Grade 2 class
has opened a site to share their ideas about
“heroes”, while a Grade 4 class is thinking about
local heroes like nurses and doctors during
this time of crisis, for a future online assembly.
Grade 5 students have written letters of
encouragement to the younger students they
spent baking and reading times with earlier in
the year. In small ways, each of us can strive,
as Maya Angelou stated, “to make this a better
place for all people.”
Mara Tramontin
Grade 5 Teacher
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“I THINK A HERO IS ANY PERSON REALLY
INTENT ON MAKING THIS A BETTER PLACE
FOR ALL PEOPLE.” - MAYA ANGELOU
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“Nelson Mandela dreamed of a world with no
racial segregation, no separation based on
the color of skin.” (Edoardo)

The idea of “peace”, and what it really means,
was also explored by a Grade 4 class, who
attempted to describe peace but looking at
non-peace, situations in which peace is absent
from our hearts. Themes that emerged were
conflicts between siblings, bullying at school,
feeling excluded and alone. The students
developed these ideas with improvisations
into role play, which they presented in their
self-directed elementary assembly. The
experience led them to the conclusion that
they could find and promote peace and justice
by standing up for ourselves and others.
Reflecting on the life work and writings of
the famous heroes of peace like Mahatma
Gandhi and the Dalai Lama, taught the
students about how we can resist the
actions of “bullies” in our lives, in a peaceful,
non-violent way, becoming responsible
builders of peace in our homes, schools,
and communities. The assembly ended with
a short guided meditation in front of the
school with the aim of promoting an inner
feeling of strength and mindfulness about
the choices we make.

This idea resonated among the elementary
community and together, with the input of
elementary student council representatives,
a “Lucky Dip Lottery” was held, to benefit the
“Still I Rise” project of building a school, called
“Mazi” – “Together”, in Samos. The school
welcomes young refugees on the island,
covering subjects like English, Math, Personal
Defense, Hygiene, Sex Ed, Art and Music.
UIS students, together with their teachers,
organized and worked to collect personal
items, like toys and books, for their lottery.
The event saw a whirlwind of enthusiastic
students, parents, and teachers, working
together to benefit children that were far
away physically, but whose right to education
was a cause very close to our hearts.
Closer to home, students participated in
“Kindness Week”, in which we reflected on how
small, everyday actions can cause a strong
ripple effect in the world and make the lives of
those around us so much happier. Students
found “Acts of Kindness” strips all over the
school, completing them and then adding
their signed strip to the large “Kindness Jar”
in z. Green’s office. Needless, to say, the jar is
overflowing today and the school is a more
cheerful place, after all the smiles, gentle words,
pats on back, and good deeds shared during
these days. Students were also invited to write
all the spontaneous Random Acts of Kindness
they received on a colorful strip of paper which
each class joined together to create their

Kindness Chain. When we all joined together in
an assembly at the end of Kindness Week, our
colorful class chains were a clear sign of the
strong value of kindness and how each of us can
be a “hero” in our lives, each day.
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ELEMENTARY HEROES
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PARENT FEEDBACK

C

i è stato chiesto dalla scuola di
descrivere la nostra esperienza
relativa all’on line learning! Premetto che
partiamo sicuramente da una situazione
di vantaggio, rispetto ai genitori con
più figli e che purtroppo sono costretti
a lavorare da casa, in quanto io
(mamma) sono a casa e posso dedicarmi
completamente al mio unico figlio Nicolò
che frequenta il Kindergarten.
Detto ciò il tutto è iniziato gradualmente,
con l’insegnante che quotidianamente ci
dava dei piccoli spunti su giochi da fare;
Nicolò si è subito dimostrato divertito e
volenteroso nel voler partecipare.
Ad oggi siamo giunti a due
videochiamate con i compagni e le
insegnante, più attività quotidiane
vere e proprie. Il mio bambino riesce a
svolgere le varie attività quasi sempre
senza il bisogno del mio aiuto e questo
grazie alle maestre che spiegano
passo passo il da farsi!
In conclusione posso affermare
che come famiglia siamo più che
soddisfatti di come la scuola abbia
reagito tempestivamente a questa
emergenza e soprattutto di come
l’insegnante sta proseguendo il
percorso con i bambini; infatti il nostro
bambino aspetta con entusiasmo
le videochiamate con compagni e
maestre; lo sentiamo ridere durante
queste e partecipare attivamente!

AUTUMN ITALICA ART

A

utumn gives us so many beautiful scenes of vibrant colours and textures! So to
bring the outside into our classrooms for Autumn week, Grade 4 decided to take
a moment to capture the season by creating a landscape which was decorated using
the Italica handwriting that we’ve been working on so far this term. The children loved
working closely together, snuggled up on the floor making their mark collectively, which
resulted in a stunning piece of artwork. We thought that hanging it outside the dining
room would be a good place to show it off to the rest of the school. We were delighted
to discover that it had inspired some Grade 1 children to have a go at making their own
pictures with letters, who took a trip upstairs to Grade 4 to show us their work.
Alison Horrobin
Grade 4 Teacher
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EL MÁS HERMOSO
DEL MUNDO

L

a pollera panameña considerada el traje típico más hermoso del mundo, ya que significa
cultura, tradición y lujo por sus bordados, encajes, orfebrería y diseños. El proceso de
confección de la pollera se realiza a mano en tela de hilo fino. Este traje típico está compuesto
de dos piezas separadas que consisten en una camisa y un pollerón. A la camisa en su
interior se le hace un armazón revestido de tapabalazo, al igual que a las mangas, lo exterior
lleva dos arandelas una superior y otra inferior recogidas y trabajadas con labores, mientras
que en la boca de la camisa lleva trencillas y encajes.
Debajo del pollerón lleva una enagua que es tan importante, como la pollera, esta enagua
también lleva labores bordadas a mano con trencillas y encajes. El traje típico se luce con una
cantidad de 7 joyas de oro que hace que sea este vestido uno de los más costosos que existen,
además que lleva aretes que se llaman zarcillos.

Una empollerada lleva un tocado de tembleques hechos a mano, con perlas, cuentas de cristal
que son los adornos más llamativos de la cabeza porque cuando la empollerada se mueve,
tiemblan literalmente y deben llevar de 12 a 15 pares. Los pies deben llevar unas babuchas
de pana o también de satín, con lo que sus pies se visten de color, que debe coordinar con el
enjaretado de la camisa. Nosotros decimos que cada panameña siempre tiene como sueño,
portar su traje típico como muestra de tradición y donaire, por lo que nuestras reinas lucieron
unas variantes de estos trajes. Una de nuestras alumnas ha representado a su región, la señorita
Génesis Hoa, quien ha podido disfrutar de tan alto honor al poder lucir tan hermoso vestido y
llevar consigo la tradición y cultura en cada presentación. Hoy Génesis es médico llevando toda su
entrega y dedicación a la región que la vio nacer y dejando muy en alto a nuestro colegio.
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T

he musical band of The Panama Preparatory
International School had the privilege of
being selected to represent Panama in the
Hispanic parade in the United States and in
the “Parada de los Panameños residents en
Brooklyn”, on October 12. The invitation was
given to us, in recognition of the performance in
the national parades, held in our country.

To fulfill this commitment, we developed an
exhaustive internship period from January
2019 with the musical advice of professor
Marcela González and musical director
Gerald Anderson, who prepared us in the
execution of the various instruments and in the
interpretation of national musical melodies, to
bring the best of us in our first presentation
outside the homeland.
As members of the band we are very happy
to be part of this group because music as art
requires responsibility, discipline, organization
and dedication since each member is a
fundamental part of it and in the end the
results are reflected in our formation integral.
We were proud to have participated in both
parades, but especially in the “Parada de los
Panameños residentes en Brooklyn” since we
made them feel at home with our music, our
dances and our charisma.

Laura Jaén
Anabella Silgado
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We all made the greatest effort and exploited
that great talent that we have, it was hard
work with significant achievements when
being awarded a second place in the Brooklyn
parade, this together with the experiences
lived with bands from different countries
and with different musical styles It increased
our motivation to continue training ourselves
in the execution of other instruments,
improving ourselves even more in the one
we already dominate and which will be the
beginning for other experiences outside the
Panamanian borders to continue leaving our
country well represented and of course our
beloved College The Panama Preparatory
International School.
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La educación inicial tiene como objetivo
desarrollar de manera integral, las áreas
cognitiva, afectiva y psicomotora de cada uno
de los pequeños, desarrollando estrategias
y diferentes estilos pedagógicos para el
desarrollo apropiado de su edad.   
Es un derecho de los niños más pequeños y
una responsabilidad de los adultos, en este
caso los padres, apoyar a la escuela para
la construcción de una sociedad más justa
e inclusiva, especialmente en esta etapa
crítica para el desarrollo de los niños, donde
ellos tienen el estímulo de la curiosidad para
observar y explorar el medio natural, social y
familiar que los rodea, además permitir que
se desarrolle su creatividad, habilidades y
destrezas propias de cada edad, y a través de
la integración de todos estos elementos se va
moldeando la personalidad en cada uno.
En esta etapa son los niños muy sensibles,
requieren de mucha atención, comprensión,
dedicación, amor y sobre todo una buena
comunicación que les permita ir aprendiendo

Nosotros celebramos la semana de Educación
Inicial con muchas actividades formadoras,
culturales y que nos permitían ofrecer un
ambiente de mucho aprendizaje y diversión.
Iniciamos esta semana con un desfile de
pancartas donde se conmemora esta
celebración y donde nuestros niños nos ofrecían
frases para la conservación del planeta, paz y
los valores; además nos divertimos cantando,
jugando rondas, pintando y creando un espacio
lleno de colores y lleno de alegría.

ALUMNI 2019

Toda la semana compartimos actividades
que nos permitieron integrarnos al trabajo
colaborativo, además de que se pudo
compartir con los niños y sus padres una
experiencia maravillosa.
Itzel Domínguez
Coordinadora del Preescolar
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a su propio ritmo. Es aquí donde se comienzan
a construir los cimientos que serán la base de
un desarrollo personal y social. Garantizar el
mejor comienzo a todos los niños y niñas es
necesario para cumplir con sus derechos.
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SEMANA PARA LOS MÁS PEQUEÑOS / NUESTRO PREESCOLAR
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amazing and I can’t wait for the next to come.
The freshman year cut a bit short and missed
the season but will look forward to the rest.
My favorite subject in college so far has been
entrepreneurship which I am minoring in.
This class has taught me so much. It is about
creating and negotiating to investors. Learning
when a business is profitable and when it isn’t.
When is the best time to invest and when to
step out. How to present businesses to these
investors and just be creative to seek solutions
and things the world needs. I’m looking forward
to more classes like these.

MARIA RENATA LOMBERA /
UTAH UNIVERSITY / CLASS 2019
Boca Prep was everything I could have asked
for in a high school. The work was always
challenging and the teachers had high
expectations with me. When I transitioned to
college at Utah State I never felt as if I wasn’t
prepared, I felt ready. I always appreciated
having other activities outside of school
because we are able to develop qualities that
are hard to develop in a classroom.

ALVARO ROSABAL /
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY /
CLASS OF 2019

VADELAIDA DE SALAS /
DE SALAS´ FAMILY VISIT
We were delighted to welcome Adelaida de
Salas back to St John’s, 30 years after she
left the School! Adelaida brought her family
and good friends with her, preparing for the
next generation to follow in her footsteps
and enjoy the benefits of fully immersing
themselves into British boarding school life.
Both families had a very early start, leaving
Madrid at 04:00 and then travelling directly
to Sidmouth from Heathrow.
The boys were very well behaved, especially
after such a long day and enjoyed exploring
the school grounds, especially our fort and
zip wire. Adelaida was delighted to see how
the school has developed since she left,
especially the swimming pool being covered
and heated! We are looking forward to
welcoming Jaime and Jorge to St John’s very
soon. When we posted news of Adelaida’s
visit to St John’s on Facebook, the new
attracted many lovely comments from friends
who remembered Adelaida’s time with us.

Leadership, teamwork and resilience is
definitely something I learned outside of
class. My advice would be to give your
everything when you are studying and learning
as well as enjoying your friends and high school
in general. My senior year at Boca Prep flew
by and the memories I made there will always
be with me. I wish I could explain to you how
college changes your life but no matter how
good it is, you will always miss high school.
Enjoy your friends, teachers, and classmates, try
and cultivate deep and meaningful relationships
because you will need someone that truly
knows you when you part ways to college. I
can honestly say that my most meaningful
connections were made my last year of high
school. My favorite memories at Boca Prep were
prom and graduation. But looking back I miss
the moments I shared with my friends before
classes, or the late night studying before an
exam, I miss everything. I am a student athlete
at Utah State University. I play tennis, study and
represent my school. I absolutely love being able
to wake everyday and doing what I love, from
wearing the school colors when competing to
getting into the dean’s list. College for me has
been amazing so far because it allows me to
work hard for the future I want to create for
myself. Utah State has definitely been amazing
and I love their business program. I am double
majoring in Finance and International Business
as well as double majoring in entrepreneurship
and marketing. I am doing what I love the most
at Utah State.

For fifteen years of my life, I attended
Helderberg International School, a small, cosy
school in South Africa with dedicated teachers
and staff who will put in the extra effort to see
you succeed.
Since day one, in nursery class, my interest in
becoming an inventor (now an engineer) was
always supported. Throughout the years, my
love and interest for science and mathematics
was cultivated and nourished, but my love
for languages was also discovered. Science
and Mathematics taught me to appreciate
and understand the real world, while the
study of languages taught me patience and
perseverance - a skill that has already helped
me countless times. In the last two years,
I have invested countless hours in learning and
preparing myself for my finals with the aim to
study in Germany.
I am proud to say it paid off. After a flight from
my home town of Cape Town and a 600km
journey by train from Munich to Brunswick
to personally introduce myself to the team
of Siemens Mobility GmbH, my efforts were
rewarded with a three-month internship and
a guaranteed spot in their duales Studium
programme for electrical engineering. This will
end in a Bachelor of Engineering, two years of
work experience and a salary throughout the
programme. The next five years will be filled
with battles and difficulties but I am looking
forward to the challenge.
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Boca Prep prepared me for being a
successful college student by having a good
time schedule, and teaching me good time
management.
My experience at Boca Prep allowed me to do
extracurricular activities while also getting a
good education.My favorite memory at Boca
Prep was the many activities that they do
like on halloween the haunted house, house
competitions and Friday’s barbeques, these
were probably some of the best to remember.
New students should focus on having good
time management and not only do school, try
to do something you are passionate about
while getting good grades for college. The
Performance Programs helped me to stay in
shape, enjoying a sport and teaching me to be
able to balance both school and sport. When
talking to potential colleges, the admissions
programs plus the coaches love that the
students were already exposed to a similar
experience. It also helped get scholarships
plus open new doors. Enjoy the last moments
with your friends, while you all might be apart
after graduating and that chapter of your life
ends, your friends will still be there as well as
the support from school and staff for whatever
you need. Be ready that a new chapter in
life will come and simply be excited, don’t be
scared because it is a great experience. It has
been amazing, meeting new people, making
new friends, studying what I enjoy and want to
graduate in. Travelling and playing for a team.
College has been great, it always has some
challenges but you get past them with good
time management. This first year has been

JASON COETZEE /
MY JOURNEY TO GERMANY
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We at Blouberg International School are
proud to announce that past pupil Maurice
Theart, Class of 2018, has taken up his
tertiary studies in the United States of
America, at UA, Rich Mountain. He has been
selected to play in the football team. Not
only is he the top goal scorer in his team thus
far, but he also made the honors academic
list for the final Fall exams. We are proud of
Maurice and look forward to seeing what he
will further accomplish in the near future.

LOUIS WAKEMAN / LOUIS GUITAR

LAURA CARAVIER /
UNIVERSIDAD EUROPEA DE
MADRID / CLASS OF 2019
Boca Prep prepared me for university by
providing college level courses and SAT
tutoring which helped me rise to the level
I needed to be at to achieve my college
goals. I think the performance programs
are a great part of the school because
they provide athletes with a balanced way
to practice sports and still maintain good
grades. Regarding non-athletic programs,
I think theater is a great class for students
of all ages and it allows students to break
out of their shell in a fun environment. My
advice is to make friends and not worry
about being different because the greatest
thing about Boca Prep is the diversity as
you’re able to meet people from all around
the world. I say make friends, study a lot,
and if you’re planning on becoming a full
IB student, good luck. I studied abroad in
Valencia, Spain in ninth grade and attended
the International school of Levante. It was an
amazing experience which led to me choosing
to study in Spain permanently. I’d say to
enjoy high school while it lasts but also to
get excited for what the future holds. College
will be a great experience but don’t forget to
savor all the high school moments you’ve had
throughout the years. My favorite memory
at Boca Prep was being able to participate
in the theatre program where I was able to
make lifelong friends and perform in different
cities around Florida. Ms. Heather made it an
unforgettable experience!

ZSÓFIA ZÁMBORI-GÁL /
FORMER STUDENT & PRESENT
DANCE TEACHER
I am Zsófia Zámbori-Gál. I started my studies
in SEK Budapest as a 5th grade student
and graduated in 2007 then I went on to
study Physical Education and Training at the
Eszterházy Károly University. I also spent 16
years doing professional sports as a member
of the Hungarian acrobatic rock and roll team.
As a university project I started teaching
dance and acrobatics to small children at SEK
Budapest which I really enjoyed so I continued
on after the project finished and now I have
been teaching here for 12 years. Many years
passed and I have only great memories and
friends from during and after my school years.
I prepared the students for numerous dance
performances and later I started teaching
choreographies (InterSEK, prom, etc.) which
are fantastic experiences and continuous
challenges. In 2017, I became a mom to my first
son Bence, then my second son in 2019. I would
like to bring them to SEK and introduce them
to the community so they can start building
their own memories in the same place where I
have now spent 20 years and looking forward
to more. It is almost unbelievable to say how
much time has passed I turned into a mum of
two from a 5th grade girl but one thing had
not changed, I am still in SEK Budapest and I
hope to spend many more years here both as a
teacher and as a mother.

I am a Division-1 student-athlete at Belmont
University, which is located in Nashville, TN. I
am studying Exercise Science and Psychology.
After my 4 years of undergrad schooling, I
plan to get my doctorate in Physical Therapy
through Belmont graduate program. Attending
Belmont University has been the best decision
I have ever made in my life. I live in an amazing
city and have met many lifelong friends. I can
say with confidence that Boca Prep definitely
prepared me for university. Especially being a
part of IB Diploma program and having such
amazing teachers and faculty to help me. Since
freshman year of high school, teachers had high
expectations and goals for us and pushed us to
be the best students we can possibly be. In every
class, teachers would give us assignments that
would make us think critically and outside of the
box. This is very important in building knowledge
and understanding of material. The last two years
of high school really prepared me for Belmont
university by assigning research papers for
every class. Back then the workload our teachers
gave us was very difficult, but now that I am in
college, even 10-page papers are so easy for me,
and I am glad that Boca Prep prepared me for
that. I think Boca Prep’s performance program
is unique. I haven’t quite seen anything like that.
It gave me a good balance to succeed in sports
and school. Without this program, I don’t think I
would’ve become a Division 1 student-athlete. I
think that the only advise I would give is to enjoy
the time at school, and don’t take it for granted.
These years will fly by and will become a distant
memory, so take the best out of it. Another thing,
trust your teachers and faculty. They are here to
help and give you with the best education. I know
it is a very stressful and nerve wrecking time for
students who are about to graduate. They are
here to help you in any way they can, not only
school work but also your personal life. It is hard
to say what memory was my favorite because all
of my memories at Boca Prep were great. I had an
amazing time. Teachers and classmates made it
easy and fun.
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After many happy years at St John’s and
having achieved a first class degree in
Performance Industries, Louis Wakeman is
focusing on a career in teaching music. He
has returned to school, volunteering in our
busy Music Department and being mentored
by our Director of Music, Clive Salmon, whilst
gaining valuable work experience. Louis has
been very popular with his classes, sharing
his impressive electric guitar skills by playing
a rock version of Mozart’s Rondo Alla Turca.

MARIA PLAKSINA / BELMONT
UNIVERSITY / CLASS OF 2017
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MAURICE THEART / UA, RICH
MOUNTAIN / CLASS OF 2018
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